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ACROSS
1: United States pediatrician whose many
books on child care influenced the upbringing
of children around the world (1903-1998)
6: the region of the hips and groin and lower
abdomen
11: the eleventh month of the Hindu calendar;
corresponds to January in the Gregorian
calendar
12: a republic in the Asian subcontinent in
southern Asia; second most populous country
in the world; achieved independence from the
United Kingdom in 1947
13: California evergreen wild plum with spiny
leathery leaves and white flowers
14: attracting attention by showiness or bright
colors
15: an instrument of torture that is used to heat
or crush the foot and leg
17: an unabridged dictionary constructed on
historical principles
18: a district of Manhattan; now largely a Black
ghetto
19: type genus of the Amiidae
20: constituting or existing only in the form of
an idea or mental image or conception
22: acute lung injury characterized by coughing
and rales; inflammation of the lungs which
become stiff and fibrous and cannot exchange
oxygen; occurs among persons exposed to
irritants such as corrosive chemical vapors or
ammonia or chlorine etc.
25: English writer known for his interest in
mythology and in the classics (1895-1985)
29: take into custody
30: an Oscan-speaking member of an ancient
people of Campania who clashed repeatedly
with the early Romans
31: an ancient Hebrew unit of dry measure
equal to about a bushel
33: Peruvian shrub with small pink to lavender
tubular flowers; leaves yield a tonic and
diuretic
34: massive powerful herbivorous odd-toed
ungulate of southeast Asia and Africa having
very thick skin and one or two horns on the
snout
35: the craniometric point that is the most
prominent point at the back of the head (at the
occipital protuberance)
36: a rule adopted by an organization in order
to regulate its own affairs and the behavior of
its members
37: the act of harassing someone playfully or
maliciously (especially by ridicule); provoking
someone with persistent annoyances
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DOWN
1: United States blues singer (1894-1937)
2: a civil or military authority in Turkey or
Egypt
3: a viewer who gives a flirtatious or lewd look
at another person
4: a town in north central France noted for
white Burgundy wines
5: knocked unconscious by a heavy blow
6: fine ravellings of cotton or linen fibers
7: United States musician (born in Japan) who
married John Lennon and collaborated with
him on recordings (born in 1933)
8: the usage or vocabulary that is characteristic
of a specific group of people
9: a person born in the United States of parents
who emigrated from Japan
10: the main city of ancient Phoenicia
16: the ending of a series or sequence
19: a crystalline amino acid that occurs in many
proteins

21: the hollow under the arm where it is joined
to the shoulder
22: sour or bitter in taste
23: street names for flunitrazepan
24: a British doctorate
26: widely distributed genus of annual or
perennial and often climbing herbs
27: (anthropology) the distinctive spirit of a
culture or an era
28: a large fishnet that hangs vertically, with
floats at the top and weights at the bottom
30: show in, or as in, a picture
32: mother of the ancient Irish gods; sometimes
identified with Danu

